A focused ethnography of how endoscopy practitioners utilize capnography in sedated patients
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ABSTRACT

The literature shows that respiratory complications are common with sedation. Given the inherent risk, capnography monitoring is recommended whenever sedation is administered. We aimed to explore sedation practitioners’ behavior patterns and perceptions regarding capnography monitoring during endoscopy sedation and examine how capnography influenced clinical decision making when assessing respiration. We conducted a focused ethnography with triangulated observations and semi-structured interviews, and we purposively sampled and recruited five sedation practitioners as participants at a hospital in Saudi Arabia. Through data analysis, we identified representative themes and found cultural differences between anesthesia practitioners and nurses when using capnography during sedation. Anesthesia practitioners linked safety and the use of capnography to maintain adequate respiration, while nurses believed capnography was a secondary supportive monitor to patient observation and assessment. Findings also captured the unique cultures and values of each professional group to be associated with the varying perceptions. We also identified several factors facilitating and barring adequate utilization of capnography. In conclusion, professional culture, hospital policy, knowledge and previous experience with capnography guided the monitoring practice of endoscopy practitioners when assessing respiration during sedation.
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han et al.\textsuperscript{11} reported that capnography was underutilized for sedation outside the operating theatre despite its availability and updated standards supporting its use. Further, Langhan suggested that practitioners were unfamiliar with capnography, leading to poor utilization patterns. In this focused ethnographic study, we aim to explore sedation practitioners' behavior and perceptions towards capnography during endoscopy sedation; and how capnography monitoring influences clinical decision-making while assessing ventilation during sedation. We will also identify the factors facilitating and barring the use of capnography.

Materials and Methods

Design

In this qualitative research, we used a focused ethnographic design, a suitable pragmatic approach to capture specific cultural perspectives of the practice of capnography monitoring during endoscopy sedation. Brewer\textsuperscript{12} has defined ethnography as the study of people within their cultural context to explore and reveal their behavior, beliefs, knowledge, and shared social meanings. A focused ethnography typically addresses a specific shared experience within a sub-cultural group rather than the entire community.\textsuperscript{13} Within this focused ethnography, practitioners shared the specific feature of using capnography monitoring during sedation. We formulated pre-determined aspects of inquiry before entering the field, and we limited the observation to a short period due to the nature of focused ethnography.\textsuperscript{13} Ethnographic findings describe individuals within a holistic perspective and generate a basis for future cultural changes in practice.

Sample and setting

We conducted the study in the endoscopy unit of a large regional hospital in the eastern province of Saudi Arabia. A focused ethnography usually involves a limited number of participants,\textsuperscript{14} and we used purposive sampling to recruit key individuals as participants. According to Patton,\textsuperscript{15} purposive sampling in qualitative research facilitates access to key informants who have knowledge of and experience with the phenomenon of interest, which is suitable for this focused ethnography. The sample consisted of sedation practitioners: anesthetists, anesthesia technicians, and endoscopy nurses. The director of the research center at the hospital introduced us to a gatekeeper (someone who has access to the field), and we worked closely with him to choose a list of potential participants. The inclusion criteria were as follows: individuals who were an anesthetist, anesthesia technician, or endoscopy nurse; working in the endoscopy unit; involved with patient monitoring during sedation; had more than three years' experience working in endoscopy sedation; and agreed to take part in the study. The final sample consisted of two anesthetists, one anesthesia technician, and two sedation nurses.

Entrance to the field and recruitment

We gained access to the site after obtaining ethical approval from the hospital. The gatekeeper arranged entrance to the endoscopy unit and recruitment of key participants.

Data collection

We conducted the study in two phases. In the first phase, we performed non-participant observation to explore the practice of capnography monitoring during sedation; and in the second phase, we carried out semi-structured interviews of the same study participants were observed.

Observations and field notes

Observation allows an exploration of culture by capturing behavior patterns in a continual and dynamic manner.\textsuperscript{12} We deemed the non-participant observation as a suitable approach for this focused ethnography.\textsuperscript{16} Nonetheless, collecting cultural data requires some degree of participant observation to enable researchers to experience the lives of participants under study.\textsuperscript{17} However, we could not perform participant observation based on the ethical approval, which limited our involvement to observe and not interfere with practice. We took every opportunity to spend time in the field to observe the practice of capnography monitoring during sedation within a predetermined timeframe, from 25 November 2018 through 30 December 2018. We had limited time in the field; thus, we regarded focused ethnography as appropriate\textsuperscript{19} to obtain practitioners’ perceptions of the use of capnography monitoring during sedation.

We had a genuine concern in the field to not disturb practitioners as they were performing their duties, so we maintained distance from participants as they were administering sedation and approached participants only as circumstances allowed. For example, we maintained distance during the induction of/recovery from sedation to avoid distracting the sedation team.

We did not observe participants in a particular order, but based on the availability of practitioners and the number of scheduled cases from 8 am through 2 pm. Endoscopy cases took place three days per week, with seven to nine cases performed each day. The more sophisticated and combined procedures (e.g. esophago-gastro-duodenoscopy and colonoscopy) took place in the morning, when anesthetists performed deep sedation. The endoscopy unit was quieter in the afternoon, when generally nurses administered moderate sedation under the supervision of the endoscopy physician, mostly for colonoscopies. Each observation session lasted 20–50 minutes, depending on the procedure.
The overall context of the observation was fundamental to the quality of the data we collected. The process of describing what we observed led to focused observation of participants while using capnography. We included in our field notes descriptive details of the people, place, noise, location of monitoring equipment in the room, and so on. Were recorded the field notes by hand with the aid of an observational checklist we constructed and validated by two anesthesia consultants for appropriateness and clarity. Observational checklists allow researchers to focus on recording what is relevant to the study objectives. We indicated the date, time, pseudonym of the participant, and the duration of the observation period in each checklist and field note. We maintained close proximity to participants and focused on recording how participants used capnography, how they responded to alarms, how they interacted around capnography whenever there was an alarm, and how and when they initiated an intervention based on capnography alarms. During observations, we only jotted short notes; we accessed a private room to write full descriptions at the end of each observation session.

Semi-structured interviews

We adopted the interview approach from Bryman. We relied on a pre-determined interview guide, consisting of standard questions to allow data comparison among participants. However, we asked additional questions when needed to expand upon certain points that emerged in a reflexive manner during observations. We started each interview by collecting demographic information, followed by asking relatively straightforward, factual questions such as “how many years have you been practicing sedation?”, to help establish rapport with the participant. We used probes to confirm the data we collected were relevant to the objectives of the study. We discussed four main themes in the interviews: sedation practice and patient safety culture, sedation complications and subsequent interventions, capnography monitoring and performance, and factors facilitating and hindering the use of capnography. We drew these themes from the literature and discussed them repeatedly to ensure they were credible and representative. We interviewed participants individually for approximately 15–20 minutes in a private room in the endoscopy unit after completion of observation sessions. We audio recorded interviews and transcribed them verbatim.

Triangulation

Collecting data from a range of sources is known as data triangulation. This approach allowed us to explore the phenomenon from multiple perspectives to meet the research objectives. We combined the findings from observation and interviews to produce a comprehensive picture of the phenomenon that neither approach could provide alone. Triangulating data maintains rigor and increases the credibility of the findings of qualitative research.

Ethical consideration

This study was part of a master’s student project at Cardiff University. The study commenced on 25th November 2018 after obtaining the necessary ethical approvals by the ethics committee of Cardiff University School of Healthcare Sciences and by the regional hospital in Saudi Arabia. We sent an information sheet to all participants, and obtained a signed written consent before beginning the study. We adhered to the guidelines of Cardiff University and the Data Protection Act when collecting and holding data. In order to ensure the anonymity of participants, we assigned them pseudonyms to protect their identities.

Analysis

Observational data analysis

We initiated analysis by repeatedly reading the descriptive field-notes to understand the experiences of participants and compare the different layers of data with one another. We then re-read the data to generate initial codes. Based on Ryan and Bernard’s method of coding, we grouped codes according to similarity to generate representative themes. We repeatedly broke down, reassembled, and compared themes to provide an explanation, and once no more information emerged, we then addressed the next concept.

Analysis of semi-structured interviews

We analyzed the interviews following guidance by Steinar Kvale for interviews in-depth analysis. We used one of Kvale’s modes of interview analysis: Analyzes focusing on meaning, as summarized in Table 1.

Rigor

Fieldwork requires a degree of flexibility and adaptability to overcome challenges. We maintained a reflexive diary to remain objective in the field and avoid letting personal interpretations to obscure the participants’ reality. To ensure the trustworthiness of the study, we recorded emotions, feelings, thoughts, and impressions as they occurred. We also maintained an audit trail to support a clear transition from coding to final themes. An audit trail describes how we transparently collected and analyzed data in a logical way and includes examples of the coding process and descriptions of the grouping of codes into relevant, meaningful themes. To minimize bias, we analyzed all data together after completing the data collection.

Results

Five sedation practitioners agreed to take part in this study. We observed participants when monitoring their sedated patients, followed up by interviews. The participants were two anesthetists, one anesthesia technician, and two sedation nurses. Table 2 provides a systematic description
of the observations based on Tattersall’s Five W’s approach to systematically describe a situation. Table 3 presents a summary of participants’ characteristics. Data analysis revealed representative themes, and we grouped themes four main categories: safety culture of endoscopy sedation, professional identity and role in safe sedation practice, personal experience and knowledge about capnography performance, and facilitators and barriers to the utilization of capnography. We present themes and illustrative quotes below, triangulated with the observations.

Table 1. Summary of Kvale’s steps for interviews in-depth analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading the transcript</td>
<td>Browse all transcripts → make impression notes → read transcripts one by one → re-read transcripts → read transcripts line by line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labelling, coding</td>
<td>Label words, sentences, or sections with relevant concepts, actions, similarities, and differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensing, “grouping codes into categories or themes”</td>
<td>Read all codes → identify most important codes → combine two or more codes and/or create new codes → condense long and thick descriptions into short meaningful ideas or concepts → organize codes with similar content into meaningful categories or themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describing categories</td>
<td>Examine categories and summarize the content of each category into descriptive text → decide which categories are most relevant to the study aim and objectives → conceptualize underlying patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing categories</td>
<td>Organize categories to identify emerging concepts and persistent patterns of behavior and beliefs among respondents → describe connections between categories → group similar categories → final categories or themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking for meaning</td>
<td>Inspect categories for meaningful text → interpret meaning → summarize findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifying</td>
<td>Check credibility of the analytical process by reviewing/discussing codes and final themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Communicate the findings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Tattersall’s approach: Five W’s to describe observational activities.

| What                                      | We observed five participants from the beginning of a sedation period until recovery. We focused the observations on how participants used capnography; how they responded to alarms; how they interacted around capnography Whenever there was an alarm; and how and when they initiated an intervention based on capnography alarms. Anesthetists performed deep sedation (by Propofol + Fentanyl) and nurses administered moderate sedation (by Fentanyl + Midazolam) under supervision of the endoscopy physician. The anesthetist was present throughout the whole endoscopy procedure during deep sedation, but not during moderate sedation. Most performed endoscopies were colonoscopies and esophago-gastrodudendoscopies. Participants administered supplemental oxygen to all patients using a face mask or nasal cannula. Applied monitors included standard monitors (blood pressure, ECG*, and pulse oximeter) + capnography. All participants used capnography monitoring, either through the anaesthesia machine or portable capnography device. Participants encountered complications with sedation such as, SpO₂ <75**, Bronchospasm, and Overshoot of sedation. Participants performed interventions in response to capnography such as, head tilt and chin lift, verbal/physical stimulation, bag-valve ventilation, nasal airway adjunct application, and procedure interruption. |
| Where                                    | We conducted observations in the endoscopy unit |
| When                                     | We conducted observations within a pre-determined timeframe, from 25 November 2018 through 30 December 2018. |
| Who                                      | Refer to Table 3 |
| Why                                      | We aimed to explore practitioners’ behavior while using capnography monitoring |

*ECG, electrocardiogram; **SpO₂, percentage of oxygen saturation.

Table 3. Summary of participants’ characteristics (n=5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristic</th>
<th>Participant 1</th>
<th>Participant 2</th>
<th>Participant 3</th>
<th>Participant 4</th>
<th>Participant 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pseudonym</td>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>Joe</td>
<td>Alex</td>
<td>Sara</td>
<td>Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Anesthetist</td>
<td>Anesthesia technician</td>
<td>Anesthetist</td>
<td>Sedation nurse</td>
<td>Sedation nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified (years)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with endoscopy sedation (years)</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior experience with capnography in other hospital settings</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Safety culture of endoscopy sedation

It is important to explore sedation practice in order to understand how sedation practitioners utilize capnography during sedation. Within this theme, we captured a shared perception of the importance of safe sedation practice. During observations, participants used capnography as part of hospital policy during sedation. Participants shared similar views of what constituted safe sedation, considering hospital policy as a major element for safe sedation practice. Participants recognized the value of capnography to avoid respiratory complications and maintain adequate level of sedation. Martin stated: “Wherever sedation is administered, we use capnography and it’s safe, but if capnography was not available, definitely there would have been complications”.

Alex added: “Simply patient safety comes first, and we are simply following standards”. Sara also stated that it was: “very rare [that] we have a complication”.

One participant (Mary) believed that sedation complications were not serious in nature, and are easily managed: “I cannot consider them as serious complications. They are only the side-effects of medications we are giving, like Midazolam and Fentanyl”. Mary believed that patient assessment is what ensured safe sedation: “actually sedation is safe as long as you assess the patient correctly”. Observations of Mary were consistent with this statement, as she mainly relied on patient observation and only briefly glanced at capnography data. Ultimately, participants shared the notion that they delivered sedation safely in the endoscopy unit with the aid of what they perceived to be adequate monitoring practice.

Professional identity and role in safe sedation practice

Within this theme, we explored the different professional cultures of anesthesia practitioners and nurses in terms of values related to patient safety and responsibilities during sedation. Anesthesia practitioners were responsible for establishing a patient safety culture, while nurses were only expected to be a team player. Anesthesia practitioners established the patient safety initiatives for the whole sedation team. Martin said:

“Because of the efforts of the manager of off-site location anesthesia, we always work up-to-date during sedation regarding guidelines and equipment. We go according to any advances in patient safety in anesthesia”.

Alex also stated:

“When sedation is performed by non-anesthetists, they have to consider all [of] the safety precautions for the patient when performing sedation. (...) As part of our sedation policy, capnography is a must, whether under anesthesia care or not under anesthesia care”.

Nurses were not involved in establishing the policy for safe sedation. Mary said: “The anesthesia department is encouraging us to use the capnography monitoring when we are giving sedation”.

Anesthesia practitioners perceived the notion of taking responsibility of patient safety as part of their professional identity, and they expressed their support to prepare endoscopy nurses to perform moderate sedation independently. Alex stated:

“Deep sedation is only performed by anesthetists, and we have two standard courses to prepare non-anesthesia physicians and nurses for [administering] moderate sedation, and they have to go through those two courses to work in sedation”.

Anesthesia practitioners appreciated working alongside nurses; they believed that nurses contributed to patient safety and stressed the need to have competent nurses as members of the sedation team. Alex said:

“A couple of years ago, sedation was only given under anesthesia care, but for five years now, moderate sedation is given without supervision of anesthetists, and have not recorded major complications. We have key performance indicators that we are monitoring for complications: any aborted or admitted patient; any code blue; any airway obstruction, and we have no complication recorded up until now. (...) Sedation nurses—of course—have to go through a couple of courses before they are allowed to perform sedation and other courses to maintain being privileged. They are trained under anesthesia for ten to fifteen cases, and then they are left alone to perform sedation and to monitor their patients”.

Nurses described their role in the sedation team as clear and well defined, and their responsibility was proportional to the training they possessed. Sara said:

“There is a policy for nurses to do sedation: One sedation nurse and a doctor, and to be a sedation nurse, we need to pass a few courses, and then they [anesthetists] will check all the actual given sedation cases under the supervision of anesthesia, and you will do the airway management course, and every two years you need to renew. We also have formal training to deal with the equipment”.

Although the nurses felt they were trusted to maintain patient safety standards during sedation, they often did not use capnography adequately with sedated patients during observations. Nurses also expressed themselves to be self-sufficient professionals who demonstrate confidence
in their work and abilities to perform moderate sedation and monitor their patients. Mary said:

“Hmmm if you are a sedation nurse and you are allowed to do sedation, I think you would have the knowledge to read capnography because it is included in our training: That’s how we get privileged”.

Despite the fact that nurses felt they were privileged, during observations, nurses did not seem like a full member of the team when asking questions and/or seeking help and were reluctant to express concerns with capnography when issues arose.

**Personal experience and knowledge about capnography performance**

*Value of capnography*

Participants stressed the value of past experience with the use of capnography to their ability to properly understand how capnography works during sedation. Participants linked past experience with capnography with the ease of use. Joe stated: “When I first started to work here, I didn’t know much about capnography from my background”. Martin added: “In my previous workplace, there was capnography as well in endoscopy, I used it for many years; capnography is basically simple to use”.

One participant (Mary), who was a nurse with the least experience with capnography among all participants (four years) said: “I am really comfortable with capnography practice here”. However, during observation, Mary did not seem comfortable with capnography when encountering technical issues, and required assistance from a more experienced nurse. Mary’s statement suggests comfort with the policy of using capnography (following the rules) but not necessarily with how to use capnography. Sara, who was a more experienced nurse, generally seemed more comfortable with capnography than Mary during observations.

Participants also shared their experiences and opinions about capnography function, interpretation, and alarms. We captured several differences in the level of knowledge among participants. Anesthesia practitioners commonly believed having adequate knowledge and skills with the capnography monitoring was a core component for their professional identity. Joe stated:

“I believe it’s really important for anyone who works in anesthesia to have good knowledge and good skills with capnography because it’s […] common equipment in our everyday job; to read capnography”.

Alex, who was the most experienced participant, emphasized the value of capnography during sedation:

“We don’t use capnography for the reading because it is constantly fluctuating, but rather we look for the waveform. The important thing is that we monitor that the patient is breathing despite the reading. We are monitoring that the patient has no upper airway obstruction and that the patient is ventilating well”.

Anesthesia practitioners relied on the capnography waveform to assess their patients: The presence of a waveform gave them a sense of reassurance that the airway was secured.

Unlike anesthesia practitioners, nurses placed little emphasis on the waveform and monitored the numerical reading of capnography. Mary said:

“The readings are very helpful to assess my patient. Sometimes you can see the patient’s oxygen saturation is 100, but once you look at the patient, the patient is not really breathing! so we don’t only rely on the pulse oximetry alone, capnography helps you to be comfortable and sure that your patient is breathing nicely. At least you won’t panic if you can see [a] capnography reading while the patient is starting to desaturate”.

While nurses acknowledged the reassurance capnography added to pulse oximetry and patient observation, and expressed confidence with their knowledge about capnography, they only used it as a secondary supportive monitor and relied mainly on patient observation and vital signs during observations to direct clinical judgement. Sara stated: “capnography helps a lot to support patients’ vital signs”.

*Capnography alarms*

Participants highlighted the concern that many false alarms limited capnography value. Participants exhibited different behaviors when responding to alarms during observation. Anesthesia practitioners identified the source of alarms and relied on these alarms to initiate an appropriate intervention if needed. Martin said:

“Sometimes the capnography gives false alarms. The patient is breathing but the capnography is showing a flat line. This is usually a technical error with the equipment and [there is] no need for any intervention”.

Joe further indicated that it is necessary to have adequate skills to differentiate clinically relevant alarms from false alarms. He said:

“Sometimes we get confused with the alarms, but if you’re able to interpret the capnography monitor to exclude artefacts, you should be fine”.
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Nurses considered capnography alarms as *disturbing*. Sara said:

“Actually, capnography gives so many alarms. They are annoying because sometimes it’s not an accurate alarm; only because the patient is moving, or the procedure interferes sometimes”.

During observations, anesthesia practitioners responded to capnography alarms first by looking closely at the patient and constantly at the capnography screen, and then intervened accordingly; while nurses relied greatly on patient observation to initiate an intervention and tended to ignore most of the alarms, considering them false.

Nurses highlighted the lack of clear policy for capnography alarm management. Mary stated:

“I believe that the thing that disturbs me the most, the only thing I encounter, is the sound of alarm! Once the capnography is dropping, you know the sound of the alarm. And there is no clear policy, I think, to respond to capnography alarms”.

Mary’s statement is cause for concern, because it suggests that the sound of alarm disturbed Mary rather than worrying about the cause of the alarm. Her statement also reflected frustration with the lack of policy to differentiate true from false capnography alarms.

Facilitators and barriers to the utilization of capnography monitoring

Within this theme, participants shared their opinions of the factors that foster or discourage the adequate use of capnography. Figure 1 demonstrates these factors, which are condensed into three major categories of Sheckley *et al.*’s Modified Trio Model for Professional Learning27 to successfully implement new technologies.

Environment

Participants perceived ensuring patient safety as a strong facilitator for the use of capnography during sedation. Sara stated: “With capnography, I am more confident that the patient is breathing. I guess I can know my patient is safe”. Alex further added that the fact that capnography is the standard of care promoted its use within the department. He said: “We are following standards; we are not inventing anything”.

Participants perceived the availability and access to capnography equipment as important promoters for its use. Alex said that it was used:

“…either through the anesthesia machine or in some areas where no anesthesia machines were available, we managed to have a portable capnography [instrument], and we have different versions of portable capnography [instrument], as well”.

However, Sara believed that the mere existence of the monitor was not sufficient for its utilization as long as it was associated with so many problems; she said: “Sometimes we can’t use the machine, because there is some malfunction or need for recalibration”.

Participants also believed that working in a major hospital with critically ill patients promoted the use of capnography. Alex stated:

“Here in this center, we have so many critical patients, and as a tertiary center, the majority of our patients and referral critical cases. We are dealing with very old, risky patients, and the procedures are long and complex. So, this makes us put efforts to make sure that the patient is safe and receives the best of care.”

The cost burden of capnography represented a reasonable barrier to utilization. Joe said: “Not all hospitals have the resources to provide capnography”. However, Martin stressed that capnography was cost-effective and should not be discouraged by cost, as he stated:

“If we are preventing complications from happening so we are safe. We are cost effective for the hospital in terms of discharging patients, instead of getting complications and re-admitting patients and spending more resources”.

Experience

Participants believed that unfamiliarity with capnography monitoring equipment was a barrier to acceptance and adequate use by practitioners. Joe stated: “Lack of experience; make clinicians less confident around capnography. It distracts them from the patient because they do not understand how it works”. Observations in the current study showed that practitioners with previous experience...
with capnography demonstrated a better pattern of utilization than those with fewer years of experience.

**Knowledge and skills**

Participants perceived knowledge and skills as important facilitators to adequate utilization. Mary said: “The clinician who is administering sedation and the one who is involved in the procedure must have the knowledge about capnography to be able to use it”. During observations, anesthesia practitioners demonstrated superior capnography skills to sedation nurses.

**Discussion**

Within this study, we aimed to explore sedation practitioners’ perceptions and behavior towards capnography during endoscopy sedation and examine how capnography monitoring influenced clinical decision-making when assessing ventilation. We also examined factors facilitating and barring the use of capnography. Our findings show that although participants perceived capnography as essential within the endoscopy unit and as part of hospital policy for sedation, the underlying beliefs which guided its utilization differed between anesthesia practitioners and nurses.

The safety of any culture is characterized by effective preventive measures and by practitioners’ shared perceptions of the importance of safety. Capnography improves patient safety during sedation while serving as an early indicator of respiratory depression, which usually precedes hypoxemia. Findings revealed a cultural difference between anesthesia practitioners and nurses in terms of how they monitored their sedated patients; while the former relied on technology, the latter relied on assessment with vital signs and patient observation.

Our findings show that anesthesia practitioners realized the value of capnography waveform to assess ventilation. Notably, the capnography waveform allows visual breath-by-breath assessment of ventilation, which is known as superior to the numerical reading when assessing ventilation during sedation. Anesthesia practitioners expressed a definite link between safety and the use of capnography, and thus, that its absence presented a potential risk to patients. However, nurses lacked the in-depth understanding of the value of capnography waveform during sedation. Nurses perceived the traditional method of patient observation and assessment of vital signs to be the best way to ensure adequate ventilation and patient safety. Clark et al. revealed similar findings: they stated that 77% of nurses believed that capnography compromised patient safety, as it would distract them from clinically monitoring their patients. We found that nurses, unlike anesthesia practitioners, were only accustomed to use capnography monitoring during sedation because the guidelines mandated its use in the department, and not because nurses valued the benefit of capnography when assessing ventilation. Technology-based monitors such as capnography are only as good as the user interpreting the information they provide. In this context, adequate utilization of capnography relies on the practitioner’s knowledge and skills.

In explaining the discrepancy between the two professional groups, it is important to consider the wide range of professional disciplines that work as teams in different departments and to understand the interaction between cultures that work together. Each professional culture guides its individuals to a particular way of thinking and behavior. The literature suggests that professional groups perceive the patient safety culture within a single unit differently based on their profession’s differing values and norms.

Anesthesia practitioners and nurses have different learning environments, which could explain the diversity in their cultures. The environment of the operating theatre is associated with high risks and time pressure; anesthetists are trained to become leaders and take responsibility for decision making. In contrast, nurses are trained to work as part of a team rather than independent decision-makers. The values of each profession create a communication barrier with the other, as these values are unspoken and might be difficult to perceive by the other. Anesthesia practitioners and nurses could look at the same thing, capnography, yet see different things, because they have different values related to patient safety.

The patient safety culture within our study seems to fit into the Hierarchy model of the four types of culture in Cameron and Quinn’s competing values framework, in which power, uniformity, policy, and formal rules drive individuals. The monitoring requirement for sedation within the hospital mandated the use of capnography. Nurses perceived capnography as a supportive monitor for clinical assessment despite their positive opinions about it—their use of capnography was policy-rather than value-driven. Although the incorporation of capnography into clinical practice through hospital policy might increase patterns of use, it did not ensure adequate utilization by the nurses in our study. Similarly, Iyer et al. and Langhan et al. noticed that protocol-driven practice did not ensure adequate utilization of monitoring and lead practitioners to varied practice. They also found that practitioners with previous experience used capnography more efficiently that those with limited experience. Similarly, in our study, those who have had previous experience with capnography expressed a higher level of comfort while using it.

Anesthesia practitioners believed that patient safety during sedation was their professional obligation, which shows the autonomy of anesthesia practitioners within this setting. They established patient safety initiatives for the whole team and controlled the choice and involvement of sedation nurses. There is an ancient difference between
anesthetists and nurses, including authority and responsibilities—the issue of power among physicians and nurses is well-known in literature.\textsuperscript{39,40} Anesthesia practitioners’ discretion to involve nurses in developing sedation policies initiatives reflects the prevailing professional culture, owing to the special authority of the anesthesia profession over nursing.\textsuperscript{39}

While nurses recognized support from anesthesia practitioners in their use of capnography, an admission of to having insufficient knowledge or skills seemed to be in contrast with the privilege that anesthesia practitioners granted nurses to perform moderate sedation without supervision. Nurses also expressed values that showed that they wanted to be responsible for patient safety. This responsibility was associated with anesthetists’ delegation to nurses within that particular setting. Nurses maintained their values while monitoring sedated patients—with an emphasis on patient observation and assessment to make clinical decisions—which stems from the core value of their profession, such as human dignity and integrity.\textsuperscript{26} Similarly, Hall\textsuperscript{32} suggests that nurses respect and value the story of the patient and will not depend as heavily on objective data as physicians. Nurses in our study did not share the same values as anesthesia practitioners regarding what constituted patient safety culture.

It is important to consider that anesthesia practitioners have long experience with the use of capnography in the operating theatre,\textsuperscript{8} which explains their high levels of comfort with it, while nurses have only recently performed sedation within the institution as authorized by anesthetists. Thus, these nurses had little experience with capnography monitoring prior to work as sedation nurses. Langhan et al.\textsuperscript{11} reported that nurses with the least experience were more likely to perceive capnography as a sophisticated technology. According to Benner,\textsuperscript{41} novice practitioners rely on rules to guide their judgement because they have no prior experience with the situation they encounter.

Capnography false-alarms were frequent during this study, occurring when patients were mouth-breathing, or when the sampling line was dislocated. False-alarms can mislead practitioners by showing a flat line (indicating an apnea) while the patient is demonstrating adequate chest rise and able to maintain proper oxygenation.\textsuperscript{7,9} A study by Siebig et al.\textsuperscript{42} found that 40% of capnography alarms were false, and only 15% of all alarms were clinically important. Nurses’ observed behavior in ignoring alarms suggests that they mainly trusted their own clinical assessment of the patient. However, the literature has identified this behavior as alarm fatigue (a tendency to ignore most alarms),\textsuperscript{43} and alarm fatigue leads clinicians to miss clinically important alarms in the future. Sowan et al.\textsuperscript{44} showed that a lack of alarm management policy regarding response to capnography alarms adds complexity to the recognition of important alarms.

The variation we observed in this study between anesthesia practitioners and nurses highlight challenges when adopting new technologies. Nurses perceived a lack of familiarity with capnography to be a barrier for adequate use. Barnett et al.\textsuperscript{8} surveyed nurses to assess their use of capnography during sedation and found that most nurses were neutral or unsure when asked to rate how useful capnography was to the provision of safe sedation, and also neutral/unsure about the ease of interpreting capnography data. Langhan et al.\textsuperscript{11} revealed that only 20% of practitioners used capnography during sedation, and the reasons for not using it included lack of familiarity and lack of perceived need for its use.\textsuperscript{8} Maddox and Williams\textsuperscript{45} introduced capnography outside the operating theatre, and encountered similar challenges to those observed in this study, such as compliance with use and management of false alarms. These finding, combined with ours, provide insight into the importance of adequate training of practitioners on how to use and interpret capnography early in its implementation. Levels of knowledge can be measured by the use of appropriate instruments to help identify knowledge gaps and the need for further education. Kiekkas et al.\textsuperscript{30} developed a comprehensive instrument to evaluate nurses’ knowledge of capnography, which can increase nurses’ knowledge and comfort levels with this technology.

Our study has several limitations. Notably, we conducted this study at a single endoscopy unit in a single hospital. The study participants have different levels of experience with capnography, and their behavior and perceptions of capnography might change after ongoing experience. We accept and acknowledge that our study sample is small and therefore is unlikely to represent the full spectrum, so the findings may not be transferable to other sedation practitioners. However, we managed this impact through triangulation of data collection methods to capture a wider perspective. We do not claim our findings to be generalizable to other communities,\textsuperscript{17} since the aim of focused ethnography is to understand, describe and interpret shared experiences and meanings within a particular cultural setting.

**Conclusions**

Although the literature has proven capnography monitoring to maintain patient safety by ensuring adequate ventilation during sedation,\textsuperscript{7,9} the practitioners’ experiences and perceptions who use capnography have not yet been addressed. Within this focused ethnography, we explored the behavior and perceptions of five sedation practitioners (2 anesthetists, 1 anesthesia technician, and 2 nurses) regarding capnography monitoring during endoscopy sedation.

Our findings revealed varied behaviors and opinions about the value of capnography monitoring. While anesthesia practitioners relied heavily on capnography to assess ventilation, nurses paid more attention to patient...
observation and assessment. There was a prevailing culture rather than a shared professional culture between anesthesia practitioners and nurses: Anesthesia practitioners established the rules for safe sedation and monitoring requirements, and nurses were good team players who followed the rules. However, the unique cultures of each profession guided their perception of the value of capnography.

Our findings invite future research to explore—in more depth—what factors beyond professional identity, hospital rules and policy, and past experience are associated with the utilization of capnography during sedation. Our findings also point to the complexity of capnography alarms and the need for research to determine an appropriate alarm management protocols to guide practitioners.

Anesthesia practitioners advocated the patient safety initiatives in the endoscopy settings. Our findings give insight for future research to explore the notion of a cultural shift—to involve nurses in the implementation phase of capnography, and to establish shared values to what constitutes a patient safety culture.
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